ACROSS
1. Judge a prince’s eulogy (8)
5. Bob has to fasten accessory (3,3)
9. Intellectual finds bromine in food (8)
10. Reproach worker trapping vermin (6)
12. Holy woman to beg for shower (5)
13. A graduate’s coming in to rework stone (9)
14. Checks around a hundred Fiats (6)
16. Husband’s manner stung? That’s distressing? (7)
19. Enthusiasm when circuiting volcano in the country (7)
21. Small car’s no good in heavy industry (6)
23. Cute if led astray becoming two-faced (9)
25. Rare beast for the Godfather? (5)
26. Name complete idiot (6)
27. I report a disturbance in South Africa (8)
28. Win when giving complete attention (6)
29. Understood fellow to be comfortable with daughter (8)

DOWN
1. A County Council to take advantage and press charges (6)
2. Bird to fly from rooftop (9)
3. French priest unknown in monastery (5)
4. Soprano gets each singer fish (3,4)
6. Influence speech about training (9)
7. Child eats a bit of sausage in grill (5)
8. Condemn old banger to bottom of river (8)
11. Baldric’s son Rowan (4)
15. In Spanish bar the French demonstrate vocal style (9)
17. Care of sister’s instrument becoming a puzzle (9)
18. Suspect vice? Need proof! (8)
20. Mishandle a hand warmer (4)
21. Girl touring US city gets fever (7)
22. Thanks poet for jacket (6)
24. Quoted detectives arresting Lawrence (5)
25. Stroke companion in bed (5)